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Summary 
 This was a highly interesting and stimulating conference, full of operational 

information and information about real-world solutions and problems. As 
usual at APRICOT, some sessions were part of the APNIC meeting.

 I mainly concentrated on IPv4 exhaustion and IPv6 sessions. Actually, this 
theme largely dominated the conference.

 The countdown to IPv4 exhaustion in the regional registries is now very 
present in all minds (estimated date is October 2012). Since deployment of 
new technologies (from design to general deployment) generally takes 5 years, 
any technology designed later than about 2007 is out of the race - yet there are 
still unsolved scaling problems in both IPv4 address sharing and in IPv4-IPv6 
interworking. This is worrying. As someone said to Geoff Huston of APNIC, 
“Huston, we have a problem.” There are technical details below, but it is clear 
that management and government awareness, and massive skills acquisition, 
are needed throughout the AP region.

 I attended a meeting of the AP IPv6 Task Force. I am not aware of any formal 
NZ participation in this.

 There is a major policy concern in the form of a proposal by the ITU to 
establish an additional IPv6 address registry above a network of country 
registries. This appears completely redundant, given the highly effective 
system of regional registries such as APNIC, with national registries when 
desired, but it has political “legs” in Geneva. See the APNIC Community 
Consultation below. Appropriate briefing of any NZ participants in ITU-T 
and ITU-D would be valuable, and urgent, due to meetings during the next six 
weeks.
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 My keynote talk, a talk by Randy Bush (IIJ), and a closing plenary talk by 
Geoff Huston all addressed the BGP4 routing system, the real critical 
infrastructure of the IETF. While there is no cause for alarm, this is engine 
room technology that needs constant attention.

 DNS is another key technology - IDN, DNSSEC, and new TLDs were also 
important topics. Deploying these big changes at the same time as IPv6 is an 
“interesting” experiment.

Web site: http://www.apricot2010.net/, integrated with APNIC 29. Programme at 
http://www.apricot2010.net/program. All presentations are or will be linked from the 
programme.

Session notes
Opening Plenary
Formal opening with Malaysian government Minister and other dignitaries.

Making Telcos Think in Packets, Afzal Abdul Rahim (TIME dotCom) 
Addressed the continuing problem of telco managers whose thinking is limited by 
traditional circuit-switched thinking about design, operation and [fear of] innovation. 
Unfortunately this also affects the ITU-T “NGN” approach. However, good IP 
engineers tend to be young self-starters and bad communicators who expect high 
salaries. This appears chaotic to telco managers. Need to pay more attention to these 
issues and pay attention to career development, to get people with IP smarts into the 
management ladder. Also calls for less experimenting and a more systematic approach 
from the IP engineers.

Introduction to APRICOT Network Infrastructure, Mark Tinka (Global Transit) 
200Mbit/s of IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity and an excellent wireless network.

AP Operations Plenary 1 (keynotes)

BGP Growth over 15 years, Brian Carpenter
See slides.

Future of DNS Security & IDNs, Ram Mohan (Afilias)
What can we learn from on-line criminals? They seem to be using all kinds of 
“industry standard” practices these days (including e.g. outsourcing, economies of 
scale, focus on big brand targets, etc.). 

We need DNS security even though it will not defeat phishing as such. However we 
are trying to deploy it at the same time as several other major changes to DNS (IPv6, 
new TLDs, and IDN). So far up to 35 TLDs are signed (including .org) with the root 
expected this year and .com next year. Sites have the option of do-it-yourself or 
outsourcing DNSSEC deployment and support. 
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IDN is only the first step to internationalisation; it cannot stand alone and most 
applications (even email) are not ready yet. 

TLD security is an increasing problem and needs a readiness plan (join RISG or 
OARC, and prepare an escalation plan for incident response).

AP Operations Plenary 2
AS Topology Visibility - You Can't Get There from Here, Randy Bush (IIJ) 
What is the topology of the BGP system? How can we debug it?  RIS and 
RouteViews are limited views being used as a research source. Is the research 
methodology broken? IIJ experimented by announcing an IPv4 /25 prefix via NTT in 
Seattle. RIS/RV showed that only 25 ASes got the announcement. But pings showed 
that >1000 ASes can actually reach that /25. 70% of those ASes prove to include 
default routes, some were mixed, only 25% were truly default free. A human survey 
of ISPs confirmed that these measured results are essentially correct. So RIS/RV (and 
most BGP feeds) are seriously wrong about topology, and the “default free zone” 
(DFZ) is largely a delusion. Consequently, a lot of published research on BGP 
topology is faulty.

Mis-operation, Yoshinobu Matsuzaki (IIJ) 
Describing commonly observed operational mistakes. Twenty specific cases covered; 
see the slides, which are great fun but also a serious checklist of fumbles to avoid, or 
to protect against.

AMS-IX Generation 4 MPLS/VPLS experiences, Henk Steenman (AMSIX) 
Technical update on the Amsterdam Internet Exchange, which runs up to 700Gb/s 
with 60% annual growth.

Tutorial: Porting IPv4 applications to dual stack, Owen Delong (Hurricane 
Electric) 
An excellent practical tutorial; the slides are well worth study. Also see 
http://owend.corp.he.net/ipv6/ 

When ISPs run out of IPv4 (panel)
Yoshinobu Matsuzaki (chair), Randy Bush (IIJ), Joao Luis Silva Damas (ISC) 
Randy Bush talked about the address+port proposal in which IPv4 addresses are 
shared by assigning a limited range of port numbers to each customer. Note that this is 
quite a contentious proposal.

Joao Luis Silva Damas talked about the DS-lite proposal in which IPv4 customers are 
supported by tunnelling through IPv6. ISC is implementing this experimentally for 
Comcast. See http://www.isc.org/software/aftr if you want to try it.

Yoshinobu Matsuzaki  talked about NAT444 (which he doesn’t like). This is NAT at 
the CPE and in a large-scale carrier NAT, which must handle a very large number of 
sessions. He asserts that it will degrade service. The big problem is that NAT444 
cannot be got rid of once it becomes entrenched.
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IPv6 Economics and Implementation Workshop, host Kenny Huang (Mind 
Extension Inc) 
See http://6ei.org/html/agenda.html.

Geoff Huston (APNIC): deploying new technology in the Internet takes many years, 
so it is now too late to design new technology for IPv4 runout. Yet the competitive 
private sector is on its own in deploying IPv6, with little prospect of government 
incentives (quoting Stephen Joyce as an example of non-intervention). How can we 
incent the industry to dig out without government intervention or incentives of some 
kind? The problem is compounded by the “sudden death” effect for IPv4 addresses 
(no price pressure as exhaustion approaches, until one day the supply is suddenly 
zero). Note that the CGN/NAT444 approach will become progressively more painful 
and expensive as growth continues. But the problem is how to “quantum tunnel” 
through the initial pain and cost of deploying dual stack.

Kenny Huang (TWNIC): IPv6 evaluation framework. This was a more philosophical 
analysis of motivations to survive with v4 or invest in v6.

Lorenzo Colitti (Google). An update on Google’s quite well known IPv6 deployment, 
with YouTube content being the most recent addition. Notes that their biggest 
contingent of IPv6 users is in France, due to a large deployment of the 6RD 
mechanism there.

Ma Yan, (CERNET / Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications). An 
update on the quite well known CERNET2 story including the IVI address mapping 
and transition mechanism, which is well documented in IETF drafts. Then a second 
talk on general Internet expansion in China and China Next Generation Internet 
(CNGI). It seems that outside academia, IPv6 progress is slow. CNGI is supported by 
8 ministries. CERNET2 collaborates with CNGI to encourage IPv6 deployment. This 
is a major effort at BUPT in particular, requiring personal support from the University 
President.

Joonhyung Lim, Korea Internet & Security Agency (KISA). Update on IPv6 
awareness and deployment efforts in Korea.

Takashi Arano, Inetcore Inc, Japan. Update on Japanese efforts to cope with IPv4 
exhaustion. They have created an IPv4 exhaustion Task Force. This seems to be a 
creative way to look at things. He notes that ISPs will decide autonomously how they 
respond. The slides are well worth reading. http://kokatsu.jp/en/

Asia Pacific IPv6 Task Force (APv6TF) Meeting 

See http://www.ap-ipv6tf.org/. At the moment this seems to be largely a human 
communications effort, but that in itself is very necessary in the AP region.
(They are playing with other approaches to the web site at http://ap-ipv6tf.ning.com/
and http://nav6.org/apv6tf2/, but none of these sites have IPv6 addresses visible in 
Kuala Lumpur. But then, neither does http://www.ipv6.org.nz/.) They are also 
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considering using http://gogonet.gogo6.com, providing “social network and services 
for professionals to go v6”.

The discussion was largely procedural, with some talk about possible projects 
including training (which has already started), SIP peering, and free IPv6 hosting 
space.

State of IPv6 Session
IPv6 Adoption, the current scenario of Malaysia, Raj Kumar (National Advanced 
IPv6 Centre of Excellence)
Describes national plan, viewed as an R&D spur. (Still seems to have a residue of the 
discredited QoS and security IPv6 myths.) See http://www.nav6.org (a national site, 
despite its generic URL). A pilot project for transition of government agencies is 
underway. As well as awareness and promotion activities, an estimated 38,000 people 
in Malaysia need to be (re)trained for IPv6. Twelve ISPs have already self-certified 
via the IPv6 Forum.

The Brazilian experience in IPv6 dissemination, Antonio M. Moreiras (NIC.br) 
An interesting case study where the NIC is leading the way, including training 
(“capacity building”). Says that most ISPs are moving, but lack skills, hands-on labs, 
and upstream transit.

IPv6 address report, George Michaelson (APNIC)
Interesting for those interested in the subtleties of assigning reasonable amounts from 
a truly massive address pool. In general, the RIRs are wisely remaining quite cautious. 
The AP region does include some extremely large allocations. Then he talked about 
research to check on real IPv6 use by analysing logs of PTR (reverse DNS) lookups 
for IPv6 addresses. If there is any such lookup within a given IPv6 prefix, that prefix 
is truly in use. He presents data to show that in most AP economies, <40% of prefixes 
are truly in use, but with up to 100% in use in a few cases. In any case there is real 
usage. Also sees increasing use of DNS-over-IPv6, neatly reflecting BGP 
announcements of IPv6 prefixes.

Additional reports
There is limited progress in the Philipines. Rapid progress expected in India, to be 
ready for the Commonwealth Games.

IPv6 Deployment Session
Yahoo! Broadband case study for IPv6 deployment, Masato Yamanashi (Softbank BB 
Corp.)
Experience in a large Japanese ISP deployment. They have both ADSL and FTTH 
customer access networks. ADSL is IPv4-only (and shrinking), need to use a 
tunnelled approach over old hardware. Can update software in CPEs, so naturally they 
will use 6RD. Estimate that one server can handle 400k subscribers, much better than 
all alternatives. For FTTH, they have insufficient IPv4 space, so need to deploy IPv6 
and to share IPv4 addresses. One solution is to use PPPoE for IPv6, but subscriber 
will get a management prefix from NTT’s FTTH system plus a prefix from its ISP. 
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For some reason this requires CPE NAT66 (despite asking a question, I don’t 
understand why they can’t tunnel across the NTT system instead of NATting). In 
another solution they need no NAT  but must source-route the packets across the NTT 
infrastructure to reach the correct egress. For IPv4 support they are looking at DS-Lite 
with CGN or A+P, with all the usual problems. CGN scaling issues look serious, 
especially for legally required session logging (31TB per 6 months).

APNIC NOC IPv6 Challenge, Ben Peters (APNIC) 
APNIC is offering tunnel services for users around the AP region. Currently NZ is the 
largest user. They are thinking of migrating all these users to another service such as 
Hurricane Electric. Native connectivity is still a little hard to find, and IPv6 routing 
weirdness is not unusual.

Rapid IPv6 Deployment, Skeeve Stevens (eIntelligo) 
Listed the knowledge and technology gaps that inhibit deployment, and then suggests 
steps before opening service to subscribers.

 Start in the lab or at a dual stack Co-lo site to get familiar with IPv6

 Prepare a readiness report (infrastructure through billing and skills)

 Build a small lab

 Get your prefix (APNIC) 

 Work out address plan (as simple as possible, 6RD-like)

 Start at the BGP border router (don’t forget security, ACLs)

 Work with other departments to get ready (defuse internal politics)

 “v6” the switches and routers systematically (doesn’t take long)

 “v6” access and desktops for your staff

 “v6” the access network for subscribers

Lots more technical details in the slides, including a scary list of unready products.

APNIC Community Consultation - IPv6 and ITU 

There is a proposal within the ITU to establish an additional IPv6 address registry 
above a network of national registries. This appears completely redundant, given the 
highly effective system of regional registries such as APNIC, but it has political 
“legs” in Geneva. The session was intended to get community views and build 
bridges.  

See links at http://www.apricot2010.net/program/consultation :

 A Study on IPv6 Address Allocation and Distribution Methods   
 An Expansionary Approach towards the IPv6 Address Allocation Model   
 Concerns on IPv6 as a public policy issue   
 ITU IPv6 Group website  
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First speaker Xiaoya Yang (ITU-T). Starts with the old complaint about IPv4 address 
allocation unfairness in developing countries, fears that they will also lose out in IPv6 
allocation, and concern that their voice is not heard. “Mandate” comes from WSIS 
and from ITU membership. ITU was requested to study the matter and evaluate the 
value of an ITU/Country based IPv6 allocation tree. One study by Milton Mueller 
proposed a transferable leased model for IPv6 blocks, but this seems to have no 
support. The other proposal under study is to reserve an address block for developing 
countries, to be discussed later this month with all five RIRs. ITU also has an IPv6 
project for awareness, training and deployment support, including joint work with 
RIPE and ICANN. She ends with a generic call for mutual cooperation.

Next speaker: Sureswaran Ramadass (Malaysia). Describes a study of the model of 
creating an extra RIR supporting a bunch of CIRs (country Internet registries) in 
developing countries. The work was done in response to a specific request from ITU. 
He asserts that the proposal would have no particular technical impact on anything 
apart from an extra source of prefix allocations. He states that this would avoid 
unfairness by giving freedom of choice and lower costs to developing world ISPs. 
John Curran (ARIN CEO) challenges this - what happens if a CIR proposes 
something outside RIR policy? And it will increase total costs rather than reduce them 
Personal opinion: this really makes no sense. Countries can create NIRs (national 
Internet registries) working with current RIRs; calling them CIRs and adding an extra 
pseudo-RIR makes no real difference (except some minor job creation and revenue 
stream diversion). However, there is an emotional feeling in some countries that they 
have been badly treated by the history of IPv4 and they want a new model.

Third speaker: Adiel Akplogan (CEO, AFRINIC). Observes that governments don’t 
speak the same language as the Internet technical community, and they want to know 
how to impact policy. CIRs are not the problem. Bridging the gap with governments 
and regulators is the problem. Need to emphasise collaboration rather than 
competition, and treat Internet development as a priority for developing countries. 
Advocates common sense, generating awareness and understanding of multi-
stakeholder approaches. There is no early adopter unfairness risk, e.g. AFRINIC got 
the same IPv6 /12 allocation as all the larger regions. 

Fourth speaker: Savenaca Vocea (ICANN). Reality: 0.146% of IPv6 space has been 
assigned to the five RIRs. There is simply no difficulty in getting space and no danger 
of shortage. ICANN uses a multi-stakeholder model based on the RIR communities so 
that all, including governments, can participate in the bottom-up policy process. Any 
new RIR, approved by well understood criteria, can get its own /12. ITU can play an 
important role in the multi-stakeholder model. ICANN supports the RIR process.

Open discussion: A couple of the panellists enter WSIS la-la land, where reality (such 
as the vast availability of IPv6 addresses and the smoothly running RIR system) does 
not intervene. Speakers from ARIN, APNIC, RIPE-NCC  and others from the floor all 
spoke to suggest that there is no scarcity problem here to be solved and the priority is 
capacity building (essentially what AFRINIC said).  Also, APNIC suggests that the 
CIR model would lead to coordination problems that do not occur in the NIR model, 
which offer appropriate autonomy to the country concerned and fit in with RIRs and 
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international routing mechanisms. Comment from CERNET: CIR model would have 
to be designed for a sustainable model. Comment from Martin Levy (Hurricane 
Electric) - very few countries don’t already have IPv6 allocations, and those are 
largely very small or politically disrupted economies. Randy Bush comments that in 
20 years working with groups in developing countries, they have never failed to get 
an IP(v4) allocation, but very often the “PTT” monopolist has refused to route it. 

James Spenceley (APNIC Executive Committee member) reads out a proposed 
meeting summary stating that a parallel address management system carries serious 
risk of instability and needs much more careful analysis than done so far, including 
the apparent concerns about IPv6 “scarcity”. Session chair adds that technical 
deployment assistance is perhaps more important than concerns about address 
allocation. A speaker from the Philippines suggests that the problem of “have not” 
ISPs who can’t afford APNIC fees should be solved nationally, but within the existing 
RIR/NIR model. Another suggestion is that ITU’s role should be to educate regulators 
in developing countries about how the RIR system works.

Consensus call on the Spenceley draft: no strong objection, hence chair declares 
consensus.

DNS Session 
I missed this interesting session due to major overrun (1.5 hours) of the previous 
APNIC/ITU session.

DNSSEC Implementation at .my TLD (.my DNSSEC), Norsuzana (.my Domain 
Registry)
Internationalized Domain Names - Getting them to work, Gihan Dias (LK Domain 
Registry)
Countering Security Risks at ccTLD level, Jay Rajasekera (International University  
of Japan) & Suvashis Das (Nagaoka University of Technology, Niigata, Japan) 

APNIC Plenary - IPv6, chair Martin Levy (Hurricane Electric)
An Australian Broadband Provider's Perspective on IPv6, Matthew Moyle-Croft  
(Internode) 

Short version of what was presented in the NZ IPv6 Hui. Key message: “The only 
things you need to start are: IPv6 allocation from an RIR; some dual stack transit; and 
the will to do it.” Biggest problems: ADSL BRAS and CPE, so used Hexago. 
Optimistic about more progress in 2010.

IPv6 based Emergency Rural Healthcare, Srinivas Gudipudi (Tech Mahindra) 

A large and ambitious project proposal; his main claim for IPv6 is seamless 
interconnection - presumably the main point is to avoid nested NATs, which plague 
the Internet in India. Also plans to use IPv6/LowPAN for sensor networks. He states 
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that IPv6 auto-configuration will make deployment easier. (He also repeats the IPv6 
security myth, the QoS myth, and an assertion that jumbograms will improve 
performance.) The project has very ambitious and life-critical application layer goals.

v6Home: Deploying Dual Stack E-mail, Lawrence Hughes (Infoweapons)

A very practical talk on how to migrate mail servers to dual stack.

Google (and Youtube) over IPv6, Lorenzo Colitti (Google)

Same as in earlier session.

Managing the Transition from IPv4 to IPv6: Interoperability is the Keyword, 
Muhammad Kamal Zahari (TM Global)

Describes strong government support for national implementation plan, with all ISPs 
expected to roll out IPv6 services by 2010. Implementation report on IPv6 
deployment in MyREN, the Malaysian research/academic network, based on Telecom 
Malaysia’s 6PE backbone. He suggests introducing a “symbolic cut-off date for the 
transition...to ensure a shorter transition and to create public awareness.” This idea 
was criticised (“this is not Y2K”) but it is clear that some sort of “brand” is needed for 
widespread adoption.

IPv6 Deployment Monitoring Survey outcome, Miwa Fujii (APNIC)

429  replies. No time to present, results will be at http://www.apnic.net/ipv6 .

Security Session 

Traceback Research & Experiments Against Source Address Attacks, Ken Wakasa 
(Japan Data Communications Association) 

R&D is progressing on automated traceback systems that trace from an end victim 
host to an attacking host via multiple ISPs. In 2009 JDCA conducted large scale 
demonstration experiments with 15 ISPs, and considered issues of system 
performance, operational efficiency, the management system's validity, and system 
adaptability, all of which are necessary for a traceback system to achieve widespread 
adoption. Results good for most simulated scenarios (except DDoS spanning two 
differently configured traceback systems). Not so good for real attacks; it seems that 
covering 15 ISPs is not enough. Promising technology, but more R&D still needed for 
the real world.

Automated infection system: new generation of threats, Michael Molsner (Kaspersky 
Labs)

Kaspersky looked at  recent work by the Gumblar PHP-based trojan developers. They 
introduced a new type of server botnet this year, which is capable of supporting its 
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own growth without human interaction or any kind of viral or worm technologies. 
They managed to compromise at least 70,000 web servers worldwide. The 
presentation covered some aspects of how this automated malicious system was built 
and operated. Gumblar has PDF, Flash, PHP components but starts with a simple 
HTML infection, and has infected many thousands of regular sites as ‘redirectors’ by 
injecting script code in the index.html file (just before the <body> tag. This is done by 
a few thousand ‘infector’ sites. The end result is a nasty Windows trojan on the 
machine of an innocent visitor to the redirector site. The talk did not explain the 
mechanisms very clearly (perhaps deliberately). It does seem to need a compromised 
FTP login. If you are curious, some hints about how it works are at 
http://tinyurl.com/r5cplm.

New Zealand Internet Task Force, Paul McKitrick (NZITF) 

Excellent talk, but no real news for us.

New Technology Session

IP Geolocation and Location-Based Services, Richard Barnes (BBN Technologies)

Service providers want progresively more accurate geolocation for commercial 
applications, and regulators now want highly accurate geolocation for emergency 
VoIP calls. IP addresses are inadequate for this, since there is no binding between an 
address and a physical location such as the end of a cable (in contrast with the 
telephone network). So there are standards efforts underway to allow hosts to acquire 
their physical location by various means, so that they can communicate it when 
needed. There will be a variety of types of location servers (global but loose, based on 
IP address; local and accurate, based on GPS, WiFi triangulation, etc.) and some new 
IETF protocols for conveying results. Demonstrates early implementations.

100 Gigabit and Beyond: Increasing Capacity in IP/MPLS Networks Today, Greg 
Hankins (Brocade)

IEEE 802.3ba 40Gb Ethernet and 100Gb Ethernet standards will be fixed in June 
2010. 40GbE can go up to 10km on single mode; 100GbE can go up to 40km on 
single mode. (There is no mistake in that sentence.) Products will come later... There 
is early work on next steps but nothing concrete yet; vague ideas about 400GbE.

RIPE Labs - Tools and News for Operators, Mirjam Kuehne (RIPE NCC) 

RIPE Labs is a platform designed by the RIPE NCC for network operators, 
developers and industry experts to expose, test and discuss innovative Internet-related 
tools, ideas and analysis that can benefit the RIPE community and the broader 
technology world. See http://labs.ripe.net/.
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Closing plenary

Unfortunately I could not stay for this due to my flight time. The technical talk was
BGP in 2009 - What Changed, Geoff Huston (APNIC) - slides are at 
http://www.potaroo.net/presentations/2010-02-01-bgp2009.pdf (very large file).
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